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Level of complexity Characteristics Evaluation (+ scope 
and planning)

AuScope Complex Initiate Nonlinear inputs, 
outputs and 
timescales

Adherence to 
principles

Research Data 
Systems Portfolio

Complicated 
program

Single output 
known, many inputs

Strength of claims-
based argument 

validity

Projects Simple (haha, really?) inputs \equiv
outputs

SMART goals



AuScope principles AuScope adhere’s to the principles of sustainable, collaborative, 
innovative, inclusive and integrated. See ‘AuScope 10-Year Strategy 
2020 – 2030’ doi: 10.5281/zenodo.7018298

Research Data Systems 
Portfolio Claims

AuScope's Research Data Systems are guided by three claims to 
scope, prioritise and evaluate the portfolio. 

AuScope’s Research Data Systems are:

1. Designed, developed, and managed to ensure data and data 
products align with the FAIR principles

2. Operated and governed at international best practices and 
agreed discipline standards

3. Recognised by external stakeholders through leadership, 
development and collaborative problem-solving

Projects Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time Based (SMART) 
- contracted work packages, field campaigns, instrument acquisition, 
…



How do we (scope, plan and) evaluate the claim that…

AuScope’s Research Data Systems are:

Designed, developed, and managed to ensure data and data 

products align with the FAIR principles?

We can present an argued case!

And use a Capability Maturity Model to articulate developmental 

stage and track progress.
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I can develop an argued case that we are ‘developing’ research 
data systems that are…

Designed, developed, and managed to ensure data and data 

products align with the FAIR principles?

We can present an argued case!

We can then use a Capability Maturity Model to articulate the 

developmental stage and track progress.
Example of graphical representation of argumentation (a 
rationale model) using the terminology and style of English 
philosopher Stephen Toulmin (1922-2009)

And iterate!



1. Domain 
definition

Planning the 
argument

Introduction 2018 NCRIS principles,
AuScope funding contracts,
Research community (intl. activity, funders, publishers),
External stakeholders (public, government, social lic.),

2. Evaluation Gathering the 
evidence

Methods Ask all projects to complete ARDC FAIR data self-
assessment over 4-week period, including current and 
projected state (FY22 end).

3. Explanation Presenting the 
argument (i)

Results, case studies, 
discussion

Collate results (colour map, etc.)
Hold discussions and identify trends

4. Utilisation Presenting the 
argument (ii)

Recommendations Articulate support needed by projects to achieve target
Current and future Capability Maturity Model level
Policy and processes to be addresses

5. Ramifications Appraising the 
argument

Evaluation Have we presented a strong argument that AuScope 
currently has a ‘developing’ FAIR data capability?
Is a ‘maturing’ capability achievable?
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A very big and special thanks to Paul Gruba for much patience and 
clarity of thought when working collaboratively with messy-
minded but enthusiastic engineers and scientists




